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About This Game

A rabbit's house is being attacked by reptile menaces from another dimension. With advanced portal technology, they can
achieve conquest of the entire planet! In retaliation, the rabbit has decided to gather carrots to exchange for weapons which may

allow him to fend off this threat. Will he be able to succeed in his mission and return home?

Further details:

 avoid the reptiles and gather the carrots

 pass through enemy portals to close them

 save the world by using the weapons, and then you can finally return to your home

 first-person perspective immersion places you in the heat of the fight, use your fighting instinct to win the fight

Fun for any age, and a challenging game!
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Title: The Return Home Remastered
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
AL-GAME
Publisher:
Displacement Studios
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Processor: 2.5 Ghz or faster processor (Intel) / 3.5 Ghz or faster processor (AMD)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB RAM / Widescreen

Storage: 800 MB available space

Sound Card: optional

Additional Notes: These specifications might cause a slow loading time.
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the return home remastered

Really Fast and Furious game to play with friends.

And don't bother .... !

  There're no brakes .... !. Great job building this escape room. I loved the detail of finding finger prints on the alarm clock. I am
looking forward to your next games. Thank you.. I adore this pack. I mean, my username sort of gives away my bias, but I
would say this is possibly the best pack of 2017. The brake options are excellent. Having the M8 for air and GWR for vacuum is
brilliant, and I love the AWS horn. Hopefully the tender will be corrected. The manual and listing mention her larger tender, but
the model (listed as 5029 tender 2008- ) does not have the expanded water tank, higher bunker rail, GSM-R box, or tool cover.
But only a minor thing, hopefully which will be corrected. The only disappointing part of the loco is the whistle. Hopefully SSS
will fix the whistle, but everything else is excellent. For any Western enthusiast this is a must. For the comments about the
brakes, possibly the stock is mismatched? I have no difficulty, and I did a test, using air brake 5 Riviera Line Mk1 BGs (Vac) on
a stretch of track-.34 miles to stop, using RSC Class 52 Mk1 BGs(Air)-.12 miles to stop (same number, section of line, and
speed). Well, thing is I bought this expecting a game that yes had sexual content but... not a hentai game! Don't get me wrong
i'm fine with normal hentai, but just a not a game exclusivly dedicated and expecially not r*** hentai! Would not reccomend
due to its primary focus being non-concentual sex as it does not sit well with me at all!. Intense party game, if played properly.
Beautiful design and flow is smooth. The tutorial and gameplay is easy to learn, bonuses don't need to be explained as the colour
differentiates it.. It's a nice challenging map. Buy it to support the devs :). Really recommend this game after playing original
Life is Strange. You are going to understand Chloe much better, and you'll know who Rachel is. That's cool and still dramatic.

BTW: I'd really recommend to have deluxe edition too to play as Max, it's worth it!. Great parkour game but wish there was
more levels. If you like SEUM or clustertruck you'll love this. I like this game because it is a mixture of original CS1.6 and
some Zombie modes. This game is not only for PvP player so also people with not so many aim can play this in the PvE modes.
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Whack-A-Vote: Hammering the Polls is a VR only game set in a universe where you can only cast a vote by getting a rad new
high-score on the whack-a-mole machine. Upon starting up the game you are in an abandoned building with a slip of paper
asking you a few basic questions. You must fill them out with a colorful crayon of your choice but best hurry up and answer the
form because the workers are having none of your nonsense and will jam you in the voting poll before you so much as scribble
your dumb opinion. It's really annoying actually, a man is trying to draw a pony and 'The Man' brings your hopes & dreams
crashing down.

After being so rudely teleported into the poll and trying to smack the machine into working so you can just go home and catch
up on Game of Thrones, you'll notice a slot machine that dishes out taxpayer money. With rubber chicken in hand I walk over
and pull the lever, half expecting a Swat team to rush in any moment. To my surprise I won and out came a plethora of gold
coins. After trying to stuff them in my pocket and remembering that I'm in VR I sigh, then halfheartedly jam a coin into the
machine. Chicken at the ready I'm ready for Clinton or Trump to make their appearance and save America. To my surprise
what showed up instead was Pepe the Frog.

Shrugging I smacked Pepe as hard as I can and lost 10 points. Do not smack the Pepe, lesson learned. Immediately giving up I
started to observe all the weapons in your disposal, them being a wiener, mallet, chicken, fish and other objects to wield. You
can even duel wield if you are feeling particularly badass. Settling with the giant wiener I chucked in another coin and laid the
smack down on Clinton & Trump as they emerged from the depths. Avoiding\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Cheney
and Pepe, I racked in 69 points as balloons were released in celebration. Satisfied with the results I got ready to exit and realized
an awful truth.

There is no leaving that poll, none of what I did mattered, democracy is a lie! Panicked I starting waving my sausage (meat) out
of the poll and into the empty room signaling for help to no avail. The only escape is to open the Steam Overlay and shut down
the game, though it felt like I left my soul there in the process. So exactly like real voting I suppose. Moving on from me slowly
going insane by playing whack-a-mole for an hour there is very little to this title. You are teleported before you can scribble
anything on the form so you\u2019re left with only the machine to mess around with. While the weapons are entertaining on a
cosmetic level the hit detection is a tad off. The lack of rumble when you hit a target is disappointing so you have no feedback
either. Whack-A-Vote used to be sold for a dollar but the devs took customer feedback to heart and made it into a free to play
title, refunding all that paid for it. It is definitely worth a download for a couple minutes of fun as a small, free distraction..
Superb VR experience , prepare spare pants you will S**T yourself lol.. I can see why this was such a big deal back in the day
but i dont think it aged very well it just isnt that fun to play.. Imagine a game where you have a very pleasant orchestral
collection and the occasional choir. Then that game added a dubstep DLC with similar tunes. Then imagine that it played those
two things back to back because some idiot thought they mixed well.

They did not.. If you love platformers, I recommend this game. Easy controls, funny gameplay. What more can you ask for?
The addiction of moustaches and hats is a great touch. 9/10
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